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Section 1: Introduction
This document provides instructions for uploading household and tenant data to CMTS, using the CMTS Unit
Upload feature in CMTS. The terms “tenant data” and “household member data” are synonymous, and both
are used in this document.
Two comma-separated value (CSV) files are involved in data uploads to CMTS.
•

The first is the Household file, which contains household-level information. This is data that is
displayed on the Household Information section of the Unit screen. This data, such as Move In Date
and Annual Income, applies to the entire household.

•

The second is the Tenant file, which contains tenant-level information. This is data that is displayed
on the Household Members section of the Unit screen. This data, such as First Name and DOB, applies
to a specific person.

The file layouts, field definitions, and related instructions are contained in the CMTS Unit Upload Specification,
which is located on the same web page (http://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/comp_reporting.htm) as the
instructions you are reading.
As of the date the CMTS Unit Upload Instructions were written, three property management software vendors
(RealPage, Simply Computer Software, and Yardi) will be providing features in their systems to extract
household and tenant data in the two file formats. Properties that use other off-the-shelf or custom internal
systems for managing property data can also follow the CMTS Unit Upload Specification to develop household
and tenant data extract capabilities.
Important note about CSV files and Excel: If you open CSV files in Excel to view them prior to uploading them
to CMTS, do not save them in Excel. The reason is that Excel automatically changes some values. For example,
a unit number of '01-00' will be changed to 'Jan-00'. If for some reason you need to edit a CSV file prior to
uploading it to CMTS, use a text editor like Notepad or Notepad++ instead of Excel. Use Excel only to view CSV
files. For more on CSV files, read the Wikipedia page at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commaseparated_values.
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Section 2: Using CMTS Unit Upload
The Your Property Listings screen in CMTS now includes two links to upload household and tenant data.
Those links are labeled Upload Unit Household Data and Upload Tenant Data, as shown in the screenshot
below.

Before uploading household and tenant data, the following items must first be completed:
1. The household and tenant files must be created, usually by extracting them from the property
management system that you use and saving them to a location of your choice on your computer or
local network.
2. Buildings and Units that correspond to the household and tenant data to be uploaded must first be
created in CMTS. Use the Add and Edit Buildings and Add and Edit Units links to add and edit buildings
and units. Those two links appear on the Property Detail screen, which is accessed by clicking the
Unit Status Report link on the Your Property Listings screen. Refer to “Instructions for Adding
Buildings and Units in CMTS” for more information.

In the following example household and tenant uploads, a test property (named Test Property) in TDHCA’s test
environment is used. It has two buildings and ten units which have already been created. To view the current
household and tenant data for those ten units in this example, we click the Enter Unit Occupancy link on the
Property Detail screen.
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Clicking that link takes you to the Unit Selection screen.

The household and tenant data are currently blank for all units. The next screenshot shows the blank
household and tenant data for unit 201, as an example.
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Clicking Exit in the top right of the above screen takes you back to the Unit Selection screen, where you can
click the Property Selection link to go back to the Your Property Listings screen. In the following example,
one household and one tenant file will be uploaded for Test Property. The files in this example contain data
only for unit 201, but when extracting actual files from your property management system, the files will most
likely contain the household and tenant data for every unit in a property.
To upload a household file, click the Upload Unit Household Data link and then browse to the location on your
computer or network where the household file is saved as shown in the next three screenshots.
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After selecting the household file to be uploaded, click the Upload button.

If there are no problems with the file, CMTS will display a green informational message that states X result(s)
uploaded, where X is the number of records uploaded, as shown in the screenshot below. If there are
problems, CMTS will display red error messages that indicate what needs to be corrected. No data will be
uploaded until all problems are resolved. The error messages should be self-explanatory, but additional
assistance is available in the HouseholdSpecification tab -- or TenantSpecification tab if uploading a tenant file
-- of the CMTS Unit Upload Specification. Those two tabs include the data type, description, acceptable values,
and required yes/no indicator for each field. Also, refer to Section 4 of this document for two examples of
error messages.

To upload a tenant file, follow the above instructions, but click the Upload Tenant Data link instead and select
a tenant file instead of a household file. In the sample screenshots below, the tenant file that is uploaded
(5166-tenant-20170214.csv) contains two tenant records, also called household member records.
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Section 3: Viewing Uploaded Data
To view household and tenant data in CMTS after you upload it, click the Enter Unit Occupancy link on the
Property Detail screen. (As stated on page 2, the Property Detail screen is accessed by clicking the Unit
Status Report link on the Your Property Listings screen. )

Clicking the Enter Unit Occupancy link takes you to the Unit Selection screen.
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Because the two files uploaded in this example contain household and tenant data for unit 201, that data is
now displayed on the Unit screen for unit 201.

The two screenshots below show the contents of the household file and tenant file that were uploaded. The
example household file contains a header row and one row of data. If more household records were in that
file, there would be another row for each additional household record.
The tenant file contains a header row and two rows of data (one row for each of the two household members
shown in the screenshot above).
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Screenshot of the example household file:

Screenshot of the example tenant file:

The final screenshot shows part of the example tenant file, opened in Excel instead of a text editor.
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Section 4: Sample Error Messages
The following two examples demonstrate how to track down the cause of an error message in the household
or tenant file that you are attempting to upload.
Example Household File Upload Error Message
In this example, the file 5166-household-20170214.csv has been edited to change the UnitNbr field from 201
to 211. Unit 211 does not exist in our example property. As shown on previous screenshots of the Unit
Selection screen, the example property has ten units, numbered 101 through 105 and 201 through 205.
When an upload of the edited 5166-household-20170214.csv file is attempted, the system does not accept the
upload and returns the error messages shown in the screenshot below.

The error message indicates that Unit 211, BIN TX88776655, Bldg # 2 is not a valid combination of unit, BIN,
and building number. The next two screenshots show the file in a text editor (first screenshot) and Excel
(second screenshot). The problem value is selected in both screenshots. The file contains a unit number of 211,
which does not exist in CMTS for BIN TX88776655, Bldg # 2.
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Example Tenant File Upload Error Message
In this example, the file 5166-tenant-20170214.csv has been edited to insert an invalid value for the
RelationshipToHOH field. When an upload of that file is attempted, the system does not accept the upload and
returns the error messages shown in the screenshot below.

The error messages indicate that there is a problem with Unit 201 of Property 5166, and that the problem is
invalid data in the second row of data in the file. The next two screenshots show the file in a text editor (first
screenshot) and Excel (second screenshot). The problem value is selected in both screenshots.

The TenantSpecification tab of the CMTS Unit Specification lists the valid values for RelationshipToHOH, which
are the following:
1 = Head of Household
2 = Spouse
3 = Adult Co-Tenant
4 = Other Family Member
5 = Child (including unborn child of pregnant household member)
6 = Foster Child or Foster Adult
7 = Live In CareTaker
8 = None of the Above
As shown in the above screenshots, the second row of data contains a value of 99 for RelationshipToHOH,
which is not allowed. The value for that field must be between 1 and 8.
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